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We study a reaction]diffusion version on all of R N of the logistic equation of
population growth in which the birth rate depends on the spatial variable and may
assume both positive and negative values. Our results which are obtained by the
construction of sub- and supersolutions and the study of asymptotic properties of
solutions show the interplay between the birth rate of the species and the extent of
diffusion in determining the existence or nonexistence of nontrivial steady-state
distributions of population. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We shall discuss the following variant of the logistic equation with
diffusion,
u x , t s dDu x , t q g x u x y u2 x , for x g R N , t ) 0. 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t
The unknown function u corresponds to the density of a population. The
parameter d ) 0 corresponds to the rate at which the population diffuses.
If we write l s 1rd, we see that steady-state solutions of the previous
equation must satisfy
2 NyDu x s l g x u x y u x , for x g R . 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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The yu2 term in the equation corresponds to the fact that the population
is self-limiting and the function g corresponds to the birth rate of the
population if self-limitation is ignored. We assume throughout that g is a
smooth function which takes on both positive and negative values on R N;
Ž . Ž .at points where g x ) 0 - 0 the population, ignoring self-limitation,
Ž .has positive negative birth rate. Because u represents a population
Ž .density, we investigate only nonnegative solutions of 1.2 . Such solutions
correspond to possible steady-state distributions of population.
Our results show the interplay between the birth rate of the population
and the extent of the diffusion. In particular we make precise the following
intuitively obvious ideas. At small levels of population density the popula-
Ž .tion will prosper in regions where g x ) 0 and, if diffusion is small, i.e., l
is large, will not diffuse rapidly away from these regions; thus, in this case,
nontrivial steady-state solutions are possible even if the population is
Ž .subject to some disadvantage overall i.e., g is predominantly negative . If,
however, the population is disadvantaged overall and diffusion is large, the
population is no longer safely protected in small pockets of local advantage
and so steady-state solutions cannot exist. On the other hand, if the
population is sufficiently advantaged overall, steady-state solutions exist no
matter how great the diffusion. We prove such existence results in Section
2 by constructing appropriate sub- and supersolutions.
If the species has a positive birth rate at all points of R N, it might be
expected that there should exist a nontrivial steady-state distribution of
population irrespective of the extent of the diffusion. The results of
qŽ .Section 3 show that this is not necessarily so. Suppose g x s
 Ž . 4 yŽ .  Ž . 4 q ymax g x , 0 , g x s max yg x , 0 so that g s g y g . We investigate
qŽ . < < 2qdthe case where g x F kr x ; this hypothesis is linked to the condition
q Nr2Ž N .that g g L R which arises naturally in the investigation of the
existence of principal eigenvalues of the corresponding linearized problem,
w xsee Allegretto 1 , and corresponds to an overall limitation on how the
population can increase. We obtain information on the asymptotic be-
haviour of solutions proving that in many cases, e.g., when g is radially
Ž . < <symmetric or when g x - 0 for sufficiently large x , every positive
< <solution must tend to 0 as x “ ‘. Using this information we obtain
nonexistence results when diffusion is large and a uniqueness result when
diffusion is small.
Diffusive logistic equations on all of R N were previously studied in the
w xperiodic]parabolic case by Koch Medina and Schatti 8 and Hieber, KochÈ
w xMedina, and Merino 7 under the assumption that g is negative at infinity
in the dynamical systems framework of spaces of bounded uniformly
continuous functions.
Ž .Equation 1.2 on a bounded region with Neumann boundary conditions
w xwas recently studied by Cantrell, Cosner, and Hutson 6 . They prove, by
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using bifurcation and sub- and supersolution arguments, results in the
same spirit as those obtained here, e.g., if the species is sufficiently
advantaged then there exists a nontrivial steady-state population distribu-
tion no matter how great the diffusion; in the bounded region case it is
Ž .shown that H g x dx ) 0 is an appropriate measure of being sufficientlyD
advantaged.
2. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
We assume initially that g : R N “ R is a smooth function which takes
on positive values for at least some points in R N and we prove the
existence of positive solutions by constructing appropriate sub- and super-
solutions. The existence of a solution lying between a sub- and supersolu-
tion is a standard result for a bounded domain. It is, however, easy to
obtain the same result when the bounded region is replaced by all of R N
by considering a sequence of balls of increasing radius and using a
Ž w x.subsequence argument see, e.g., 5 .
It is easy to see that, if g is bounded above, then sufficiently large
Ž .positive constants are supersolutions of 1.2 .
We now show how to construct subsolutions.
 N < < 4Let R ) 0, B s x g R : x - R and consider the eigenvalue prob-R
lem,
< <yDu x s lg x u x , on B ; u x s 0, when x s R . 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R
Ž .If g takes on positive values for at least some points in B , then 2.1 has aR
Ž .positive principal eigenvalue which we denote by l R . It is also well1
Ž w x.known see, e.g., 4 that
< < 2H =u dxBR 1 2l R s inf : u g H B , gu dx ) 0 .Ž . Ž . H1 0 R2½ 5H gu dx BB RR
Ž . Ž .It follows that R “ l R is a decreasing function and so lim l R1 R “‘ 1
Ž .s l* exists.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. If l ) l R , then there exists an arbitrarily small subsolu-1
Ž .tion of 1.2 with support contained in B .R
Ž .Proof. If l ) l R , then the principal eigenvalue of1
< <yDw y lg x w s mw , on B ; w x s 0, when x s RŽ . Ž .R
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is negative. If w denotes the corresponding positive eigenfunction, it is
easy to check that
ew x , for x g B ,Ž . Ru x sŽ . ½ < <0, for x G R ,
Ž .is a subsolution of 1.2 for arbitrarily small e ) 0.
Thus we have proved the following.
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose g : R N “ R is a smooth function which is
bounded abo¤e and assumes positi¤e ¤alues for at least some points in R N. If
Ž .l ) l*, then 1.2 has a positi¤e solution.
In general it is not clear whether or not the solution in Theorem 2.2
< <approaches 0 as x “ ‘. If, however, we place the restriction on the
qŽ . < < 2qdbirthrate that g x F kr x for some constants k ) 0 and d ) 0, then
< <we can obtain solutions which “ 0 as x “ ‘. However, as we see in the
next section this restriction in some circumstances also implies that every
< <positive solution must “ 0 as x “ ‘.
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that g : R N “ R is a smooth function which
assumes positi¤e ¤alues for at least some points in R N and that there exist
qŽ . < < 2qdconstants k ) 0 and d ) 0 such that g x F kr x for all x. If l ) l*,
Ž . Ž .then 1.2 has a positi¤e solution u such that lim u x s 0.< x < “‘
2Ž . Ž < < .Proof. Consider the function u x s Kr 1 q x . A straightforward
Ž . Ž . Ž . < < Ž .calculation shows that yDu x s H r u x where r s x and H r s
2 2 2Ž .w Ž .x2r 1 q r N y 4 r r 1 q r . Hence u is a supersolution if and only if
22 4 r lK
N y G lg x y , for all r ,Ž .2 2 21 q r 1 q r 1 q r
which holds provided K is sufficiently large.
Because l ) l*, there exist, as was shown in the preceding text, arbi-
trarily small subsolutions with compact support and so there must exist a
positive solution lying below the supersolution, i.e., a solution which “ 0
< <as x “ ‘.
Ž Ž ..Thus the existence theory depends crucially on l* s lim l R .R “‘ 1
Depending on g we may have l* s 0 or l* ) 0 and clearly l* decreases
q Žas g increases. If l* s 0, which corresponds to the birth rate being
.sufficiently positive , a nontrivial distribution of population is possible no
Ž .matter how great the diffusion; this occurs, e.g., when N s 1, 2, g x - 0
< < Ž . ŽNwhenever x is sufficiently large and H g x dx ) 0 see Brown, Cosner,R
w x. q Nr2Ž N .and Fleckinger 2 . On the other hand, if N G 3 and g g L R , then
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Ž w x.l* ) 0 see Allegretto 1 so that nontrivial distributions of population
approaching zero at infinity are guaranteed only when diffusion is small.
3. UNIQUENESS AND NONEXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS
For the remainder of the article we assume that there exists k ) 0 and
qŽ . < < 2qd Nd ) 0 such that g x F kr x for all x g R . We confine our atten-
tion to the case N G 3; the cases N s 1, 2 are similar but simpler.
q Nr2Ž N .Our assumption on g implies that g g L R and so it follows that
l* ) 0.
In order to obtain nonexistence and uniqueness results we must first
Ž .investigate the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of 1.2 .
w .LEMMA 3.1. Suppose u: 0, ‘ “ R is a positi¤e function and there exists
c, R ) 0 such that0
2u r q u r ) c u r , 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r r
Ž .for all r G R . Then u is bounded and lim u r exists.0 r “‘
Ž .Proof. It is clear from 3.1 that u ) 0 at any stationary point of ur r
Ž .with r ) R and so u is eventually monotone. Hence either lim u r0 r “‘
exists or u is unbounded.
Ž . rr2 Ž .Suppose u is unbounded. Let ¤ r s e u r . Because u is eventually
monotone increasing, so is ¤ . Also,
1 yr r2 2¤ ) ¤ q ce ¤ ) cu¤ .r r 4
Thus there exists R g R such that ¤ ) ¤ for all r ) R . Then choosing1 r r 1
Ž . r w Ž . r xk ) 0 such that ¤ r y ke ) 0 and drdr ¤ r y ke ) 0 when r s R , it1
Ž . ris easy to show that ¤ r ) ke for all r G R . Hence, if r G R ,1 1
¤ ) ceyr r2 ¤ 2 ) ceyr r2 k1r2err2 ¤ 3r2 s K¤ 3r2 ,r r
for some constant K ) 0. Thus, as ¤ ) 0, we must haver
¤ ¤ ) K¤ 3r2 ¤ ,r r r r
and so
d 1 2 K
2 5r2¤ y ¤ G 0.rdr 2 5
Hence
¤ 2 G a q b ¤ 5r2 , for r G R ,r 1
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where a and b ) 0 are constants. Because ¤ is unbounded, it follows that
there exists R G R and g ) 0 such that2 1
¤ G g ¤ 5r4 , for r G R .r 2
y5r4 Ž y1r4Ž . y1r4Ž .. Ž .Thus ¤ ¤ ) g and so 4 ¤ R y ¤ r G g r y R for allr 2 2
Ž .r G R . Because lim ¤ r s ‘, this is a contradiction and so we may2 r “‘
Ž .conclude that u is bounded and that lim u r exists.r “‘
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose u, c, R are as in Lemma 3.1 but now 3.1 is0
replaced by
N y 1 2u r q u r G c u r . 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r r rr
Ž .Then we must ha¤e lim u r s 0.r “‘
Ž .Proof. It follows from 3.2 that u is eventually of one sign. If u ) 0r r
Ž . Ž . Ž .for large r, then 3.2 implies that 3.1 must hold and so lim u rr “‘
Ž .exists. If u r - 0 for large r, then u is eventually decreasing and againr
Ž .lim u r exists.r “‘
Ž .Integrating 3.2 we obtain
r ru sŽ .r 2u9 r y u9 R q N y 1 ds G c u s ds. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 sR R0 0
Now
r ru s u r u R u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 0
ds s y q ds,H H 2s r R sR R00 0
r Ž . Ž .and so, because u is bounded, lim H u s rs ds exists. If lim u rr “‘ R r r “‘0
Ž . Ž ./ 0, letting r “ ‘ in 3.3 we see that lim u9 r s ‘ which is impossi-r “‘
Ž .ble. Hence lim u r s 0.r “‘
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose that g is radially symmetric and that u is a positi¤e
Ž . Ž .radially symmetric solution of 1.2 . Then lim u r s 0.r “‘
qŽ . 2qd Ž . 2qdProof. Recall that g r F krr for r G R . Let c r s 2krr .0
Ž . Ž . Ž . qŽ .Suppose that u r ) c r . Then u r ) 2 g r and so
2 2 21qu r y g r u r G u r y g r u r G u r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2
Hence, in this case,
N y 1 12 2u r q u r s l u r y g r u r G l u r . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r r rr 2
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Ž . Ž .Therefore, if u r ) c r and u has a turning point at r, then u must have
a local minimum at r.
Ž . Ž .If there exists R ) 0 such that u r - c r for all r G R , then it is1 1
Ž .clear that lim u r s 0.r “‘
Ž . Ž .Suppose that there exists R ) 0 such that u r ) c r for all r G R .2 2
Ž .Then 3.4 holds for r G R and it follows from Corollary 3.2 that2
Ž .lim u r s 0.r “‘
If neither of the foregoing situations occur, then the graphs of u and c
 4must intersect infinitely often, i.e., there exists a sequence r such thatn
Ž . Ž .u r s c r and r “ ‘ as n “ ‘. Because all turning points of u whichn n n
Ž . Ž .occur when u r ) c r are local minima, it follows that u can never be
Ž . Ž .increasing when u r ) c r as otherwise u would be increasing for all
greater values of r so that the graphs of u and c would never intersect
Ž . Ž .again. It follows easily that u r F c r when r G r for all n and son n
Ž .lim u r s 0.r “‘
In order to deal with the case where u is not radially symmetric we
define the following spherical average of u,
1
u r s u x dS ,Ž . Ž .H xNy1c r < <x srN
where c is the surface area of the unit sphere in R N.N
Using the change of variable x “ rx, we obtain
1
u r s u rx dS ,Ž . Ž .H xc < <x s1N
and so
1
u9 r s =u rx . x dSŽ . Ž .H xc < <x s1N
1 › u
s rx dSŽ .H xc › r< <x s1N
1 › u
s x dSŽ .H xNy1 › rc r < <x srN
1
s Du x dx.Ž .HNy1c r < <x FrN
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Thus,
r1
Ny1r u9 r s Du x dS dt ,Ž . Ž .H H xc < <0 x stN
and so
1
Ny1r u9 9 s Du x dS .Ž . Ž .H xc < <x srN
Ž .Thus, if u is a solution of 1.2 , then
N y 1 1
u0 q u9 s Du x dSŽ .H xNy1r c r < <x srN
l
2s u x y g x u x dSŽ . Ž . Ž .H xNy1c r < <x srN
l lk
2G u x dS y u.Ž .H xNy1 2qdc r r< <x srN
But
1r2 1r2
2u x dS F dS u x dSŽ . Ž .H H Hx x x½ 5 ½ 5
< < < < < <x sr x sr x sr
1r2
1r2 ŽNy1.r2 2s c r u x dS ,Ž .HN x½ 5
< <x sr
and so
21 1 22u x dS G u x dS s u r .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx xNy1 Ny1ž /c r c r< < < <x sr x srN N
Thus we have
N y 1 k2u0 q u9 G l u y u .Ž . 2qdr r
Ž .It now follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 that lim u r s 0.r “‘
We can deal with the general case but do, however, have to strengthen
the hypothesis on g.
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that there exists R ) 0 such that g x - 00
< < Ž . Ž .whene¤er x G R . If u is a solution of 1.2 , then lim u x s 0.0 < x < “‘
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Ž .Proof. By the preceding text lim u r s 0. Suppose R ) R and letr “‘ 0
 N < < 4A denote the annulus x g R : R F x F 2 R . ThenR , 2 R
1 1 2 R
u x dx s u x dS drŽ . Ž .H H H x< < < <A A < <A R x srR , 2 R R , 2 RR , 2 R
1 2 R Ny1s c r u r drŽ .H N< <A RR , 2 R
F sup u r .Ž .
RFrF2 R
< < Ž .Hence lim 1r A H u x dx s 0.R “‘ R , 2 R A R , 2 RN < < Ž .  N <Suppose y g R such that y s 3Rr2. Let B y; Rr2 s x g R : x
< 4 Ž .y y - Rr2 . Clearly B y; Rr2 : A . If R ) R , then yDu F 0 onR , 2 R 0
Ž . Ž .B y; Rr2 , i.e., u is subharmonic on B y; Rr2 and so
1
u y F u x dxŽ . Ž .H< <B y ; Rr2Ž . Ž .B y ; Rr2
< <A 1R , 2 R
<F u x dx.Ž .H< < < <B y ; Rr2 AŽ . AR , 2 R R , 2 R
Ž .It follows that lim u y s 0.< y < “‘
Thus we have obtained sufficient conditions to ensure that a positive
Ž . < <solution of 1.2 must “ 0 as x “ ‘. We shall prove theorems on the
existence and nonexistence of such solutions but first we must obtain some
further information on their asymptotic behaviour.
In the proofs that follow we use k to denote a constant whose value may
change as the proof progresses.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.5. If u is a positi¤e solution of 1.2 such that lim u x< x < “‘
Ž . < < Ny2 Ns 0, then there exists k ) 0 such that u x F kr x for all x g R .
Proof. Define
gq y u yŽ . Ž .
w x s a dy ,Ž . HN Ny2N < <x y yR
w Ž . xy1where a s N N y 2 v and v is the volume of the unit ball inN N N
N Ž . qŽ . Ž . N qŽ . Ž .R . Then yDw x s g x u x for all x g R and, because g x u x
< < 2qd Ž w x. Ž . < < d Ž . Ž .F kr x , we have see Li and Ni 9 w x F kr x . Let w x s kw x
Ž . Ž .y u x . Then lim w x s 0 and, provided k is chosen sufficiently< x < “‘
Ž .large, w 0 ) 0. Hence, if w is anywhere negative, w must have a global
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Ž .and so a local minimum at some x with w x - 0. But0 0
q 2 NyDw x s kg x u x y l g x u x y u x , for all x g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .and so, if we choose k ) l, then Dw x - 0 which is impossible. Hence,0
Ž . Ž . Ž .provided k is chosen sufficiently large, w x ) 0, i.e., u x F kw x for all
N Ž . < < d qŽ . Ž . < < 2q2 dx g R . Thus u x F kr x and so g x u x F kr x . Repeating
Ž . < < ndthe previous argument n times it can be proved that u x F kr x
Ž . < < Ny2provided nd - N y 2 and it follows that u x F kr x .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.6. If u is a positi¤e solution of 1.2 such that lim u x< x < “‘
q y 1Ž N . 2Ž N .s 0, then g u, g u g L R and u, =u g L R .
Ny1Ž . Ž .Proof. Again consider u r s H u x dS rc r . Arguing as in< x <sr x N
the preceding text it can be shown that
Ny1c r u9 rŽ .N
s yl g x y u x u x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
< <x Fr
s yl gq x u x dx q l gy x u x q u2 x dx. 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
< < < <x Fr x Fr
Ž .It follows from Theorem 3.5 that there exists k ) 0 such that u r F
krr Ny2 for all r ) 0. Hence,
1 1
qg x u x dx F k dx ,Ž . Ž .H H 2qd Ny2< < < << < < < x x1F x Fr 1F x Fr
q 1Ž N .and so g u g L R .
y 2 1Ž N . Ž .Suppose that g u q u f L R . Then, letting r “ ‘ in 3.5 , it fol-
Ny1 Ž . Ž .lows that r u9 r is positive if r is sufficiently large. Hence u r cannot
Ny2Ž .tend to zero as r “ ‘ and this contradicts the fact that u r F krr .
y 1Ž N . 2Ž N .Thus g u g L R and u g L R .
< < 2Ž N . Ž .Suppose that =u f L R . Multiplying 1.2 by u and integrating over
 N < < 4B s x g R : x F R , we obtainR
› u2< <=u x dx y u x x dSŽ . Ž . Ž .H H x› rB › BR R
s l g x u x y u2 x u x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
BR
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2 1Ž N .By the foregoing text gu y u g L R and so, because u is bounded, it
 < Ž . < 2 Ž . Ž . 4follows that lim H =u x dx y H u x › ur› r x dS exists. Be-R “‘ B › B xR R
< < 2Ž N .cause =u f L R , both integrals must become unbounded as R “ ‘
and so there exists R ) 0 such that1
› u 1 2< <u x x dS G =u x dx , for R G R . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx 1› r 2› B BR R
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Let w R s H u x › ur› r x dS , y R s H u x dS , and Z R s› B x › B xR R
< Ž . < 2H =u x dx.BR
Ž . R < Ž . < 2 Ž . < Ž . < 2Because Z R s H H =u x dS dr, Z9 R s H =u x dS . Now0 › B x › B xr R
2› u2 2w R F u x dS x dS F y R Z9 R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx x½ 5 ž /½ 5› r› B › BR R
Ž . w Ž .x2 Ž . Ž .and so Z9 R G w R ry R . Hence by 3.6 ,
21 Z RŽ .
Z9 R G , for R G R .Ž . 14 y RŽ .
Ž 2 . w R Ž .xHence 4 Z9rZ y 1ry G 0 and so drdR 4rZ q H dsry s F 0. Be-0
2Ž N . ‘ Ž . R Ž .cause u g L R , H y R dR converges and so lim H dsry s s ‘.0 R “‘ 0
< < 2Ž N . Ž .Because =u f L R , lim 1rZ R s 0 and so we have obtained aR “‘
< < 2Ž N .contradiction. Hence =u g L R .
Ž .THEOREM 3.7. Suppose that u and ¤ are positi¤e solutions of 1.2 and
Ž . Ž .lim u x s lim ¤ x s 0. Then lim H u › ¤r› r dS s 0.< x < “‘ < x < “‘ r “‘ › B xr
Proof. Multiplying the ¤ equation by u and integrating we obtain
› ¤
2=u x .=¤ x dx y u x x dS s l gu¤ y u¤ dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hx› rB › B BR R R
2Ž N . 2 1Ž N .Because =u, =¤ g L R and gu¤ , u¤ g L R , it follows that
Ž . Ž .lim H u x › ¤r› r x dS exists. Moreover,R “‘ › B xR
1r2 1r2› ¤ 22 < <u x x dS F u x dS =¤ x dS .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hx x x½ 5 ½ 5› r› B › B › BR R R
3.7Ž .
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< < 2Ž N . ‘ Ž Ž 2Ž . < Ž . < 2 . .Because u, =¤ g L R , H H u x q =¤ x dS dR converges0 › B xR
 4and so there exists a sequence R such thatj
2 < < 2lim u x q =¤ x dS s 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .H x
R “‘ › Bj Rj
Ž .Hence, by 3.7 ,
› ¤
lim u x x dS s 0.Ž . Ž .H x› rR“‘ › BR
We can now prove our main nonexistence and uniqueness theorems.
Ž .THEOREM 3.8. If l ) l*, then 1.2 has exactly one positi¤e solution u
Ž .such that lim u x s 0.< x < “‘
Proof. It suffices to prove that there exists at most one such solution.
Suppose that u and ¤ are two distinct solutions. We may assume without
Žloss of generality that u F ¤ . If neither u F ¤ nor ¤ F u, then there exists
a solution which is dominated by ¤ lying between the supersolution
 4 .inf u, ¤ and an arbitrarily small subsolution .
Multiplying the u equation by ¤ , the ¤ equation by u, integrating over
B , and subtracting givesR
› u › ¤
¤ x x dS y u x x dSŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hx x› r › r› B › BR R
s l u x ¤ x u x y ¤ x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H
BR
Ž . Ž .Ž Ž . Ž ..NLetting R “ ‘ and using Theorem 3.7 gives H u x ¤ x u x y ¤ x dxR
s 0 and this is a contradiction.
THEOREM 3.9. If l F l*, then there does not exist a positi¤e solution u of
Ž . Ž .1.2 such that lim u x s 0.< x < “‘
Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose that u is a solution of 1.2 such that lim u x s 0.< x < “‘
Then
› u2 2 3< <=u x dx y u x x ds s l g x u x y u x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
› rB › B BR R R
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and so, letting R “ ‘, we obtain
< < 2 2 3 2=u x dx s l g x u x y u x dx - l g x u x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H
N N NR R R
3.8Ž .
Ž .Because l R has the variational characterization,1
< < 2H =w x dxŽ .BR ‘ 2l R s inf : w g C B , gw dx ) 0 ,Ž . Ž . H1 0 R2½ 5H g x w x dxŽ . Ž . BB RR
Ž .  < < 2Nit follows that l* s lim l R is given by l* s inf H =w dxrR “‘ 1 R
2 1Ž N . 2 4N NH gw dx: w g H R , w has compact support, H gw dx ) 0 and soR R
< < 2 2=w x dx G l* g x w x dx , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
N NR R
1Ž N . 2Nfor all w g H R with compact support such that H gw dx ) 0.R
‘Ž N . Ž .Let c g C R such that 0 F c F 1, c x s 1 for x g B and c ’ 00 1
Ž . Ž < <. Ž .  4outside of B . Define w x s c xrn u x . Then w is a sequence of2 n n
functions with compact support such that w converges to u pointwise onn
N < < 2Ž N . ŽR . Because u, =u g L R , it can be shown see Brown, Daners, and
w x. 2 NrŽNy2.Ž N .Lopez-Gomez 3 that w converges to u in L R and that =wn n
2Ž N . q 2 1Ž N . q 2 q 2converges to =u in L R . Because g u g L R and g w F g un
for all n, it follows by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that
lim H N gqw 2 dx s H N gqu2 dx. In the same way lim H N gyw 2 dxn“‘ R n R n“‘ R n
y 2 2 2 Ž . 2N N N Ns H g u dx and so lim H gw dx s H gu dx. By 3.8 H gu dxR n“‘ R n R R
) 0 and so H N gw 2 dx ) 0 for all sufficiently large n. Hence, lettingR n
Ž .n “ ‘ in 3.9 , we obtain
< < 2 2=u dx G l* gu dx. 3.10Ž .H H
N NR R
Ž . Ž .The required result is an immediate consequence of 3.8 and 3.10 .
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